DINING
FACT SHEET

With the culinary offerings that are just right for any palate, Foxwoods® Resort Casino is the perfect
destination with over 35 dining experiences that include stars of the culinary world and familiar casual
dining that is constantly evolving. Whether it is the best burger, the freshest sushi or a decadent
celebrity chef recipe, it is on the menu at Foxwoods Resort Casino and served in the most enjoyable
surroundings. Equally as important, our dedicated team members and award-winning professionals
proudly prepare and serve this great tasting food to all of our guests.
FOXWOODS SIGNATURE RESTAURANTS
Cedars Steaks & Oysters: Cedars’ chefs use the best ingredients including the finest steaks and
freshest seafood to serve a variety of American classics in a contemporary environment. Located on
the Casino level near the entrance to the Great Cedar Garage.
Golden Dragon: Golden Dragon offers great classic Cantonese cuisine including dim sum,
barbecue, noodle dishes and exquisite entrées. Located on the Casino level of the Grand
Pequot Tower.
Rainmaker Buffet: Featuring popular Italian, Asian, barbecue and seafood dishes, as well as
traditional comfort foods, the Rainmaker Buffet is the perfect place for diverse tastes, offering a
rotating menu for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Located in the Rainmaker Square.
Veranda Café: Offering spectacular views, great food and something for everyone. Veranda Café’s
diverse and satisfying menu has become a consistent favorite among Foxwoods’ guests. In addition to
our casual dining menu, Veranda Café offers a breakfast buffet, a gluten sensitive menu and dining
specials. Located on the Restaurant level of the Grand Pequot Tower.
VUE 24: Experience Lavish charm with a familiar and relaxing ambiance atop the 24th floor of the
resort’s Grand Pequot Tower. With panoramic views, VUE 24 offers exquisite Continental-based
cuisine presented with an unmistakable modern flair while our team provides unsurpassed service
in luxury and comfort. Discover a variety of classic and long forgotten favorites along with classic
cocktails. Local Taste Thursdays, you will enjoy locally sourced ingredients on a pre-fixe four-course
menu or a la cart dishes with supplemental wine pairings. And join us on every Sunday for our
delicious Sky Brunch
GOURMET DINING
Alta Strada: Blending the foods of Tuscany, Emilia-Romagna, Piedmont and the Amalfi coast with
modern elegance, Alta Strada is the place where you’ll find a perfectly prepared bowl
of pasta, crispy thin pizza, gorgeous and abundant antipasti and an impressive assortment of Italian
wines from our temperature-controlled wine cellar. Located on the Casino level in The Fox Tower
at Foxwoods.
Caputo Trattoria: Inspired by coastal Italian classics, Roman favorites and Northern delicacies,
Caputo Trattoria takes culinary cues from Italy’s diverse regions, offering a selection of antipasti,
house made pastas, hearty meat dishes and iconic desserts. Located on the Restaurant level in the
Grand Pequot Tower at Foxwoods.
David Burke Prime: Featuring a classic steakhouse environment and menu with meats handpicked from
Creekstone Farms in Kentucky that are dry-aged on the premises in a salt tiled aging room. Located on

the Restaurant level of the Grand Pequot Tower.
Red Lantern Restaurant and Lounge: A sophisticated, sensual and tailored Asian restaurant and
lounge featuring an open kitchen, full sushi counter and lounge area. The space also features 66
lanterns hanging overhead with the entrance marked by oversized, red ceremonial doors. Located on
the Casino level in The Fox Tower at Foxwoods.
CASUAL DINING
California Pizza Kitchen: A leader in authentic California-style cuisine, California Pizza Kitchen is widely
known for its innovative menu items. California Pizza Kitchen provides a range of creative dishes, from
signature California-style hand-tossed pizzas, creative salads, pastas, soups and sandwiches. Join their
Pizza Dough Rewards program (cpk.com) to start earning rewards today and get a Free Small Plate
when you visit! Located on the Casino level of the Great Cedar Hotel.
Guy Fieri’s Foxwoods Kitchen + Bar: Offers guests a taste of Fieri’s signature cuisine, featuring bold
flavors and unique twists on traditional dishes. The 8,200 square foot, 190-seat restaurant boasts
an open kitchen and bar design, where guests can now experience that lively Fieri taste so
many have come to know and love right here in Eastern Connecticut. Located on the Casino level of
Grand Pequot Tower.
Hard Rock Cafe: Let the entertaining staff at Hard Rock Cafe serve you delicious food in a high
energy atmosphere. Browse the priceless, authentic rock ‘n roll memorabilia from artists spanning
decades or shop the collectibles at the Hard Rock store. Located in the Rainmaker expansion.
High Rollers Luxury Lanes & Sports Lounge: Retro-chic feel of a bowling alley complete with
glamorous Las Vegas style décor and 21st century cutting edge technology. The 35,000 square foot
venue, with an innovative menu and two full-service bars, features a capacity of 1,000; 20 bowling
lanes including six VIP lanes; four professional billiard tables; two-level lounge with a piano and
50-seat marble bar; more than 60 big-screen high-definition televisions, one massive 103” screen; and
three private rooms that can accommodate 20 to 100 guests, as well as function space for up to 800
guests. Located on the Restaurant level of Grand Pequot Tower.
Junior’s: A Brooklyn, NY, landmark, Junior’s® offers New York comfort food and a full bar. Serving
breakfast, lunch and dinner. Featuring legendary overstuffed deli sandwiches, salads,
mouthwatering blintzes, famous 10 oz. steak burgers, delicious down-home fare, and of course, its
world famous cheesecake and other skyscraper-sized desserts. Located adjacent to the lobby of The
Fox Tower at Foxwoods.
Junior’s Coffee Bar: Cheesecakes, sandwiches, bagels, drinks and more. Located on the Casino
level in The Fox Tower at Foxwoods.
Matches Tavern: Enjoy fine American cuisine with a sampling of fresh regional offerings while you
relax at Matches, overlooking the picturesque 90-acre Lake of Isles Championship Golf Course. Five
large screen televisions allow you to watch all your favorite sporting events while you dine.
Sugar Factory American Brasserie: This celebrity gathering spot treats guests to a one-of-a-kind
dining experience, serving decadent and tasty fare to satisfy sweet and savory cravings. The retail
section offers a selection of the company’s signature treats and merchandise, including candy bins

and the world-famous Couture Pops. Located on the Concourse level of Great Cedar Casino.
Two Trees Tavern: Featuring New England favorites as well as hearty appetizers, elegant salads,
steaks and seafood delights. Come and enjoy their warm and inviting lounge that offers full
beverage service. Located at Two Trees Inn.
The Scorpion Bar: From the wrought iron windows to the imported Mexican crosses, let The Scorpion
Bar transport you to another time and place. If you’re looking for authentic and innovative Mexicaninspired cuisine, an assortment of the best tequilas and an energetic environment with great rock and
roll music, you’ve come to the right place. Located on the Concourse level of
Great Cedar Casino.

QUICK SERVICE
Ben & Jerry’s®: Stop by for a cup or a cone of your favorite flavor ice cream from the two guys
that began their journey in a renovated gas station in Burlington, Vermont, in 1978. Located in the
Concourse level of The Fox Tower at Foxwoods.
Boar’s Head Deli: Since 1905, Boar’s Head has been a family business. In the beginning we had a very
simple idea: make the finest cold cuts possible. Nothing less. More than a century later, we remain
committed to continuously improving our time-honored processes so that we can meet the
unwavering standards of quality and service that our customers have come to expect—and deserve.
Located in The Food Market at The Fox Tower at Foxwoods.
CAKE by Franck: Developed by Executive Pastry Chef Franck Iglesias, this sweet destination is for
anyone who appreciates and enjoys the delicious and decadent. Air Franck makes it possible to send
custom-made cakes to friends or family anywhere in the U.S. Located on the Casino level near the
entrance to the Great Cedar Garage.
Dunkin’ Donuts: Offering all of the popular Dunkin’ Donuts® fare as well as the popular DDSMART
menu, which offers better-for-you choices that keep you running. Two locations: Casino level in the
Rainmaker Expansion and Casino level of the Grand Pequot Tower.
Einstein Bros. Bagels: Einstein Bros.® Bagels boasts some of the best coffee and espresso, deli
sandwiches, breakfast egg sandwiches and delicious baked snacks and sweets. Watching what you
eat? Einstein Bros bagels is rated in the Top 10 Healthiest Fast Food options by Health.com due to our
variety of healthy food options fewer than 400 calories. Located in The Food Market at The Fox Tower
at Foxwoods.
Fay Da Bakery: Experience the best in Asian-fusion baked goods at Fay Da Bakery®. From freshly baked
breads and buns to the most delicious cookies and made-to-order drinks, there’s something for every
sweet tooth. Try traditional Asian treats like Chinese sweet egg custards and the tapioca drink Bubble
Tea or simply pick up a freshly brewed coffee to go. Located in the Rainmaker Square.
Fuddruckers®: Enjoy fresh ground hamburgers, homemade buns and a fixings bar to top your burgers
the way you like. An expanded menu with steaks, chicken, fish, hot soup and fresh tossed salads brings
guests coming back for more. And don’t forget the milkshake. Located on the Concourse level of Great
Cedar Casino.

Lucky 7: Grab a quick snack to satisfy your craving during your Bingo session play in the Bingo Hall.
Located in Foxwoods High Stakes Bingo Hall.
Noodles: A Cantonese, Korean and Vietnamese noodle haven located near the action in Rainmaker
Square. Enjoy favorites such as noodle soups and congee, barbeque, fried rice, short ribs, grilled eel
and more. Located in the Rainmaker Square.
Panera Bread®: Panera bakes all their breads, bagels, muffins, pastries and cookies right here in their
bakery-cafe. Fresh-baked bread is the centerpiece of every meal, from sandwiches and salads to
hearty soups served in bread bowls. Located on the Concourse near the Bingo Hall.
Phillips Seafood: From its roots on Maryland’s Chesapeake Bay to its worldwide seafood processing
plants, Phillips Seafood is anchored in tradition and remains family owned and operated by the Phillips
family. Renowned for award-wining crab cakes and an unwavering dedication to quality, Phillips
Seafood has served millions of families, vacationers and seafood lovers since 1956. Located in The
Food Market at The Fox Tower at Foxwoods.
Regina Pizzeria: Made with the freshest ingredients from authentic recipes out of Boston’s North
End or “Little Italy,” Regina Pizzeria® serves up their award winning brick oven pizza. From the
special aged crust to homemade meatballs & sausage and a large variety of gourmet pies, Regina
Pizzeria will have you coming back for more. Located on the Concourse level of the Great Cedar
Hotel.
Sbarro: Sbarro® features a menu of popular Italian food including pizza, pasta dishes and other
hot and cold Italian entrées, salads, drinks and desserts. Located in The Food Market at The Fox
Tower at Foxwoods.
Starbucks®: Our mission is to inspire and nurture the human spirit—one person, one cup and one
neighborhood at a time. We’re not just passionate purveyors of coffee, but everything else that goes
with a full and rewarding coffeehouse experience. We also offer a selection of premium Tazo teas,
fine pastries and other delectable treats to please the taste buds. Located on the Casino level near
the entrance to the Great Cedar Garage and the Grand Pequot Casino entrance to Tanger® Outlets at
Foxwoods.
Subway®: Easy access to delicious subs, salads and more. Located on the Concourse level of
Great Cedar Hotel.
The Grill Shack: Featuring Nathan’s Famous hot dogs which have gained a reputation for being
among the highest quality hot dogs in the world, The Grill Shack also serves burgers and chicken
tenders made to order. Located in The Food Market at The Fox Tower at Foxwoods.
Wingstop®: The award-winning wing concept boasts a mouthwatering menu featuring both
bone-in and boneless chicken wings all sauced and tossed in 11 bold, distinctive and craveable
flavors. Located on the Concourse level of Great Cedar Hotel.

Tanger Outlets at Foxwoods

Auntie Anne’s®/Cinnabon®: Auntie Anne's features 11 varieties of hot, fresh pretzel products in sweet
and zesty flavors. Enjoy Pretzels, Pretzel Bites, Pretzel Stix, Pretzel Dogs and refreshing drinks!
(Selection varies by location) Also enjoy the Cinnabon bakery, known for cinnamon rolls, coffee and
frozen drinks. World famous flavors. The sweetest brand on earth.
Bake Culture: From Taiwan to U.S. A visit to Bake Culture will feel like a trip to a museum because this
is a place where customers can learn about the origin and background of different types of bread.
And the bread? It is just the entrance fee to the world of pastry culture which customers will
experience with their taste buds.
Dippin’ Dots/Doc Popcorn: Dippin' Dots are tiny beads of ice cream, yogurt, sherbet and flavored ice - an unconventional ice cream treat that’s remarkably fresh and flavorful. PLUS, Doc Popcorn - a
delicious and healthier snack alternative available in 9 natural flavors!
Haagen-Dazs®: For more than 50 years, our passion for crafting the perfect flavors and creamiest
textures using only the finest ingredients is what has set the Häagen-Dazs® Ice Cream brand apart.
We’ve never wavered on the principles that made us who we are from the very beginning. Today, the
Häagen-Dazs® brand continues to transform the finest ingredients into extraordinary experiences bite
by bite
Johnny Rockets®: the restaurant for all-American food and fun specializes in classic hamburgers, fries
and shakes with over 300 restaurants worldwide. Opened in 1986, Johnny Rockets was created with
the goal of serving American classics in an exciting atmosphere that invites great times and delivers
equally great food.
Panda Express Chinese Kitchen®: America's favorite Chinese restaurant, serving fresh and fast Chinese
food for over 30 years. Our bold flavors and fresh ingredients are freshly prepared every day. Our chefs
at Panda Express are famous for wokking up delicious, one-of-a-kind entrees from a large menu of
traditional Chinese dishes
Starbucks Coffee®: Since 1971, Starbucks Coffee Company has been committed to ethically sourcing
and roasting the highest quality Arabica coffee on the planet
NIGHTLIFE
Centrale Casino Bar at Fox Tower serves craft drinks, provides bottle service and high-quality Hookahs
surrounded by exciting live-action casino table games and slots. Guests enjoy Connecticut's best bands
and A-list local DJs on the turntables
with the names of Ragoza, Kenedi, and KG crushing the newest hits and mashups in the comfort of red
velvet lounge seating
Champagne Lounge is a stylish stop on Friday and Saturday for an early evening sip or a relaxing
nightcap and conversation. Located on the concourse between The Grand Pequot Tower and The Fox
Tower, an ideal spot to meet friends
Guy Fieri’s Foxwoods Kitchen+ Bar creative cocktail menu includes house made syrups and craft
cocktails featuring daring flavors and signature drinks like the Caliente Margarita, the Tattooed Mojito
and Guido’s Freaky Tiki.

Hard Rock Café eat, vibe and drink among authentic music memorabilia. Whether you are looking for
an escape from the bustle of the casino game floor or want to catch one of our exciting live events,
stop by to enjoy the unique atmosphere and world-class service
High Rollers Luxury Lanes and Sports Lounge is a premier entertainment destination offering glitzy fun
on 20 bowling lanes, which include 6 VIP lanes, blending a nostalgic Vegas vibe with glammed up
bowling, gourmet comfort food, and a spirited drink menu. All bowling lanes are PBA approved
regulations size and provide a range of bowling ball sizes for players of all skill levels. Sink into the plush
and oversized banquettes, groove to music videos, or watch sports on the oversized screens at each
lane
Live@The Atrium is a festive bar and lounge for the 21 and older set to grab a drink, hang out with
friends, and dance to live entertainment discovering the best local bands performing all genres of music
every Wednesday night. Enjoy singalong fun of Dueling Pianos, and weekly karaoke in the heart of
Rainmaker Square six days a week. Happy Hour is Monday through Thursday from 4 to 7 pm for terrific
drink specials.
Play Bar is the spot for a perfectly crafted cocktail to enjoy sports on the HD TVs or to play that favorite
slot at the bar steps away from the PLAY Arena @ Foxwoods in the Great Cedar Casino
Shrine Named one of the Top 100 Nightclubs in the United States by Nightclub & Bar and voted
Connecticut's Best Nightclub by Connecticut Magazine, SHRINE nightclub and lounge delivers worldclass entertainment serving energy and excitement in New England.
Spin Bar is the centrally located hot spot in the Grand Pequot Casino serving top-shelf spirits steps
away from the energy of the gaming floor.
Scorpion Bar is an energetic scene transporting patrons to another time and place surrounded by
imported Mexican crosses and wrought-iron windows. With more than 100 types of tequila, an
expansive bar serving up oversized Scorpion Bowls, distinctive flavors of margaritas, and authenticinnovative Mexican-inspired cuisine in an energetic environment as DJs spin the latest hits and oldschool favorites.
The M-Bar is conveniently located near the Great Cedar Casino, Fox Theater, California Pizza Kitchen
and The Scorpion Bar, The M-Bar is in the heart of the action. The reputation of The Macallan® is built
on a product of outstanding quality and distinctive character, founded upon a set of guiding principles.
From place and production, to people and passion. The Macallan is the result of such defining mastery
and intricacy, it is unmatched; peerless in each and every way.
The Neon Palm Daiquiri Bar is a frozen treat for all ages. With eight fanciful flavors, the combinations
are limitless at this grab-and-go daiquiri bar. Experience daiquiri flavors with or without alcohol.
TopGolf Swing Suite will provide a wide range of old-school arcade games, DJ booth, ice bar and an
excellent choice of cigars, while you stay close to the casino action with slot machines conveniently
located at the full-service craft bar.
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